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Surveying will allow food workers to capture
first-ever data on the realities and experiences of
their working conditions--essential facts needed
to advocate for their rights in the media and
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ensure tomato pickers are paid a decent wage.
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This historic, national, grassroots-led study will
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local and national levels. Thanks to your support
of DataCenter, this advocacy will help pry open
the floodgates to dignity and respect for all food
workers in the United States!
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capacity of organizations to make change.
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porting worker justice!
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In addition to keeping you in the
information.
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This unique knowledge,
on domestic workers as it unravels!
gathered with and for
That’s why we’re developing a section
domestic workers, is
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decision-makers deExperts recognize that working
manding their rights,
women of all kinds are leading our
this data will carry them
economy forward, and coin terms like
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system for them and their families.
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